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The use of modular plants in the chemical industry is expected to make the structure of supply chains more dynamic. The

models currently used to get insight in supply chains assume a predefined supply chain structure, as orders are exoge-

nously defined. Consequently, those models cannot grasp the dynamic nature of supply chains with modular plants. In this

paper a market conceptualization based on agent-based computational economics is presented that includes transport

costs in the negotiations and enables the modeling of supply chains as structures that emerge from market dynamics. It is

shown that this conceptualization can capture the market dynamics that are needed to simulate a dynamic supply chain.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, due to developments in process intensifi-
cation and modularization of process equipment, the
functioning of modular plants has been demonstrated in
projects like CoPIRIDE [1] and F3 Factory [2]. One of the
main distinguishing characteristics of modular plants is that
they can easily be relocated to follow demand. Conse-
quently, if those modular plants start to constitute a consid-
erable part of the installed capacity in the chemical industry,
the industry may change significantly. No longer will plants
be situated at a fixed location and ship products to their
customers, but modular plants will be relocated to a cus-
tomer’s site and produce there. This will make the supply
chain’s structure more dynamic. For example, if a modular
plant relocates, it might buy its feedstock from another sup-
plier and might sell its products to another customer, there-
by creating new supply relations and changing the supply
structure. Those changes have a direct and possibly indirect
effect on the relocated plant, so they have to be considered
if one wants to study the economics and policies of modular
plants throughout their entire life cycle. Since those changes

are largely market-driven, the market dynamics will be
more relevant for understanding the behavior and perform-
ance of modular plants.
As the performance and behavior of dynamic supply

chains is expected to differ from existing supply chains, new
insights need to be obtained into how companies should
operate in such a dynamic environment. Before modular
plants will be used on a significant scale, a number of issues
need to be addressed, like the economics of modules (e.g.,
what is the value of being able to relocate a module?), the
placement of modules (e.g., how should it be decided when
to relocate a module?), and modular network configuration
(what types of modules should be brought together to maxi-
mize the profit?). However, also companies that do not use
modular plants are affected by the more dynamic nature of
a supply chain in which there are modular plants. Their
environment – of suppliers, competitors, and customers –
becomes more dynamic, which will have an effect on their
operations. For example, with the introduction of modular
plants in an industry, incumbents have to compete with
plants that have a very short lead time and, thus, can be
more flexible. The incumbents will have to reassess their
policies to compete successfully with those newcomers.
The performance and behavior of companies in a supply

chain has extensively been studied using supply chain mod-
els [3, 4]. The modeling paradigms predominantly used to
study supply chains assume a predefined supply chain
structure with a focal company and a set of suppliers and
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customers. The dynamic nature of the supply chain struc-
ture and market dynamics are not taken into account as,
e.g., orders are exogenously specified [5 – 8]. Due to this re-
striction the existing supply chain models are of limited use
for obtaining insights into the performance and behavior of
dynamic supply chains that comprise modular plants.
Hence, there is a need for new supply chain models that let
supply chain relations emerge from market interactions, so
that the supply chain structure in the model is dynamic and
the performance of a company – operating modular plants
in a dynamic supply chain – can be studied.
In recent years, first steps towards the development of a

dynamic supply chain model have been made, e.g., [9, 10].
In those models a supply chain has been conceptualized as
a network of markets. The supply relations in a market ma-
terialize as outcome of the negotiations between sellers and
buyers. Since companies are active in multiple markets (e.g.,
in one market to buy feedstock and in another market to
sell their product) different markets are connected and a
network of supply relations emerges, i.e., a supply chain
[11]. The structure of this supply chain is dynamic, because
if the market conditions change (e.g., a modular plant relo-
cates) the market outcomes – and subsequently the supply
chain structure – will change accordingly. As those models
are mainly concerned with the price dynamics of connected
markets, they do not consider transport costs in their nego-
tiations. However, logistic costs represent 10% of total turn-
over in the chemical industry and, thus, are an important
factor in the formation of a supply chain [12]. So, for a dy-
namic supply chain model to be useful for a global supply
chain, the transport costs need to be considered in the
negotiations that are driving the supply chain structure.
Including those costs is not straightforward, because it re-
quires a fundamentally different market conceptualization
than the double-sided auctions [13] or detailed negotiations
[14] generally used. Therefore, a new market conceptualiza-
tion needs to be developed that can simulate a market with
multiple buyers and sellers and allows them to consider the
transport costs in their negotiations.
In this paper a market conceptualization is presented that

uses a set of interconnected auctions to simulate a market
of multiple simultaneously negotiating buyers and sellers.
The buyers and sellers can adjust their bidding strategy to
the opposing party so that they can include transport costs
in the negotiation. Sect. 2 gives an overview of previous
work on simulating markets and their applicability to simu-
lating a market for the purpose of studying a dynamic sup-
ply chain. Hereafter, in Sect. 3, the market conceptualization
in the form of a negotiation framework is presented and its
implementation is discussed. In Sect. 4 the framework is
verified by performing two experiments in order to show
that the framework is capable of considering the transport
costs in negotiations between multiple buyers and sellers
and, thus, can represent a global dynamic supply chain.
Finally, applications of the framework and possible exten-
sions to it are discussed.

2 Market Simulation

Simulating the behavior and performance of dynamic sup-
ply chains requires simulation of the market dynamics that
shape those supply chains. A variety of paradigms for simu-
lating markets has been developed, but agent-based compu-
tation economics (ACE) is deemed the most appropriate as
it allows the most realistic behavior [15]. ACE is ‘‘the com-
putational study of economies modeled as evolving systems
of autonomous interacting agents’’ [16]. Instead of deter-
mining at what price supply and demand are in equilibri-
um, ACE models let autonomous agents negotiate with each
other to determine a price at which they agree to trade a
product [15]. Depending on the way those negotiations are
conceptualized, the agents may be able to adapt their bid-
ding strategy to the opposing party in order to consider
transport costs in their bid. The market outcomes (prices
and order volumes) emerge as a result of those negotiations
and form the supply relations between the agents. Hence, a
network of ACE markets can be used to simulate a global
dynamic supply chain if the conceptualization of the nego-
tiations between agents enables them to consider the trans-
port costs in their bids. Therefore, this section discusses
what conceptualization of negotiations is best suited to
simulate the market dynamics that drive the structure of a
global dynamic supply chain.

2.1 Negotiation Classification

In the ACE field a multitude of agent-based negotiation
frameworks have been developed and applied, ranging from
simple bilateral negotiations to double-sided auctions
(cf. [17]). Many of those frameworks have been developed
for an application in e-commerce [18, 19], but also for the
simulation of systems that comprise a market and negotia-
tions, such as supply chain coordination [20], an electricity
market [21], or an urban land market [22].
Negotiations occur in a variety of forms, from negotia-

tions between two parties to negotiations between numer-
ous parties in a centralized marketplace like a stock ex-
change. Negotiation frameworks are often only (best) suited
for a particular type of negotiation. So, in order to deter-
mine which framework to use to simulate a particular nego-
tiation one has to be able to identify the type of negotiation.
Multiple classification structures have been developed to
identify the negotiation types based on a certain set of di-
mensions (cf. [23, 24]). The dimensions most relevant for a
market simulation are the protocol category and the inter-
action type. On the basis of those dimensions one can deter-
mine the type of negotiation and what type of framework is
best suited to simulate that negotiation.
With regard to the protocol category there is typically a

distinction between two categories: auctions and bilateral
negotiations [23]. Auctions are structured negotiation pro-
tocols that are used to sell or buy a certain product. By their
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nature auction make coordination of
interactions with multiple opposing
parties inexpensive, since the coordi-
nation is an integrated part of the
auction [25]. However, the disad-
vantage of an auction is that it typi-
cally only allows the negotiation
about the price, which requires any
other attributes to be monetized [24].
Bilateral negotiations describe the
process of the negotiation between
two parties [14]. The disadvantage is
that bilateral negotiation protocols
do not integrate the coordination of multiple negotiation
threads, and thus, do not allow a market player to negotiate
with multiple opposing parties. In order to enable the coor-
dination of multiple negotiation threads a separate mecha-
nism is required. The type of mechanism can be categorized
into two groups: sequential, i.e., conducting one negotiation
after another, and concurrently, i.e., conducting all negotia-
tions at the same time [24].
With respect to the interaction type of a negotiation,

there are three types: one-to-one, one-to-many (many-to-
one), and many-to-many [26].
1) One-to-one: In a one-to-one negotiation one buyer ne-

gotiates with one seller. Typically one-to-one negotia-
tions are modeled as bilateral negotiations, using a heu-
ristic protocol [27]. This type of negotiation only
contains one negotiation thread; from the one seller to
the one buyer.

2) One-to-many: In a one-to-many negotiation one party
negotiates with multiple opposing parties. Both auctions
and multiple bilateral negotiations are being used to
model one-to-many negotiations. This type of negotia-
tion contains negotiation threads between the one (sell-
er or buyer) and each of the many (buyers or sellers).

3) Many-to-many: In a many-to-many negotiation multi-
ple buyers negotiate with multiple sellers. Because
many-to-many negotiations require the most coordina-
tion of negotiation threads, the double-sided auction is
the most used action protocol for this type of negotia-
tion [13]. In this type of negotiation each of the many
(sellers or buyers) has a negotiation thread to every oth-
er many (buyers or sellers). In a double-sided auction
the number of threads is reduced significantly by the in-
troduction of a third party auctioneer that has a thread
to each of the buyers and each of the sellers. Conse-
quently, there is no direct interaction between buyers
and sellers.

2.2 Negotiations for a Global Dynamic Supply
Chain Model

In most markets there are multiple sellers and buyers nego-
tiating with each other over a particular product, which

therefore can be conceptualized as a many-to-many nego-
tiation.1) However, the double-sided auction – usually ap-
plied to model many-to-many negotiations – is not suited
to model those markets, as the agents cannot adjust their
bidding strategy to the opposing party as they assume they
sell to the auctioneer and, thus, are unaware of whom the
opposing party is [24]. Consequently, they cannot incorpo-
rate the transport costs (which differ per opposing party) in
their bid, and a different negotiation framework is needed.
Instead of modeling a many-to-many negotiation as a

double-sided auction, we model a many-to-many negotia-
tion as multiple connected single-sided auctions. Like mul-
tiple bilateral negotiations can be coordinated by a market
player (to form a one-to-many negotiation), multiple sin-
gle-sided auctions, i.e., one-to-many negotiations, can be
coordinated to form a many-to-many negotiation (see
Fig. 1, representing how two one-to-many negotiations are
combined into a single many-to-many negotiation). Using a
single-sided auction to model the one-to-many auctions en-
sures that market players are aware of whom they are nego-
tiating with, as single-sided auctions have no third-party
auctioneer. As the coordination of multiple negotiation
threads is integrated in the auction, the (computational)
complexity of the auction is limited. Hence, a market driv-
ing the structure of a dynamic supply chain can be concep-
tualized as a set of agents that negotiate with each other;
and those negotiations can be framed as a set of connected
single-sided auctions.

3 Framework

The framework presented in this section conceptualizes the
market as a set of negotiating agents. The negotiations are
modeled as multiple coordinated single-sided auctions. As
discussed in the previous section, single-sided auctions ena-
ble the transport costs to be included in the negotiations, so
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Figure 1. Coordinating multiple single-sided auctions (left and center) to model a many-to
many negotiation (right).

–
1) We are aware of market structures different than one with multiple

sellers and multiple buyers, like monopolistic markets. However,

markets that are truly monopolistic on a global scale are very rare and,
thus, are not considered for this framework.
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that geographical differences among plants are
considered in the formation of the supply chain
structure.

3.1 Overview

The agents in the market are either buyers or
sellers. The buyers are trying to purchase their
entire demand for the lowest price possible,
while the sellers strive to maximize the revenue
they obtain from selling their entire supply. To
reach those objectives the buyers order products
from the sellers. An order specifies what quan-
tity will be supplied by what seller to what buyer,
what gross price is paid and what net price is ob-
tained. The difference between the gross and net
price of an order is the cost of shipping the
product from the seller to the buyer. Each seller
has a certain quantity (supply) that he is willing
to supply at a price higher than his willingness to accept.
Each buyer, on the other hand, has a certain quantity (de-
mand) that he wants to procure at a price lower than his
willingness to pay. This information results for each seller
in a simple supply curve and for each buyer in a demand
curve (as illustrated by Fig. 2).
To facilitate the trade of goods between the buyers and

sellers, each buyer conducts an auction in which the sellers
participate. The buyer has a negotiation thread with each of
the sellers that participate in the auction. The coordination
of those threads is an integral part of the auction’s design.
The auctions are conceptualized as clock auctions, which
are particularly suited when auctioning (the demand for)
multiple products [27]. The objective of the buyer is to as-
sess what the lowest price is at which he can fulfil his de-
mand (i.e., clearing price) and which sellers are willing to
supply goods at that price. Fig. 3 illustrates an auction in
which buyer 1 explores the clearing price and what quantity
seller 1 and 2 are willing to supply for that price.
The sellers are participating in multiple auctions, in order

to determine to what buyer(s) they can sell their supply at

the highest price. This implies that a seller has negotiation
threads with each of the buyers he is negotiating with, i.e.,
in whose auction it participates. The sellers need to coordi-
nate those different threads to ensure that they sell their
products at the auction(s) with the highest price. In this
framework the coordination is achieved by letting sellers
discard accepted orders of other buyers in favor of a more
profitable new order. As a consequence competition for the
supply is created, as the buyers have to outbid each other.
This automatically causes the seller to sell his supply to the
highest paying buyer and, thus, coordinates the seller’s
negotiation threads. By having all sellers negotiate with all
buyers, and vice versa, perfect information in the market is
assumed here.

3.2 Implementation

The negotiation consists of multiple rounds. In each round
the buyers and sellers communicate offers and bids and
determine whether they can agree with each other on the

negotiation outcomes. While there
are buyers and sellers that want to
continue negotiating a new round
will start. Each round consists of four
actions that are performed by either
the sellers or the buyers: communi-
cate bids, communicate offers, pro-
cess offers, and process final bids.

3.2.1 Communicate Bids

In each round of the auction the
buyers first communicate their auc-
tion’s clock price in a bid to the sell-
ers they negotiate with. The price at
the clock represents the price the
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Figure 2. Supply curve (left) and demand curve (right).

Figure 3. A single-sided auction.
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buyer is willing to pay in that particular round, and is deter-
mined in the previous round on basis of the balance be-
tween supply and demand. The purpose of communicating
bids is that the sellers can indicate what quantity they can
supply for that price and the buyer can determine whether
this supply is in line with its demand.

3.2.2 Communicate Offers

Subsequently, the sellers that have received bids determine
for each bid what quantity they are willing to supply for the
communicated bid price. For that purpose the sellers first
determine the net price they obtain at that gross price, by
subtracting the transport costs from the bid’s gross price.
Then they determine whether that net price is higher than
their willingness to accept. If that is the case they will offer
their supply that has not been sold yet, otherwise they will
offer nothing. Regarding the supply that has already been
sold, the seller determines for each accepted order whether
the net price of the bid is higher than the net price of that
order. If that turns out to be true, the quantity of that order
is added to the quantity that the seller is willing to supply
(see Appendix A.1 for a more elaborate discussion of how
the offered quantity is determined).
Considering accepted orders in the assessment of the

quantity that can be supplied implies that the seller’s supply
curve is dynamic as a result of developments at other auc-
tions. Fig. 4 indicates how the supply curves of seller 1 and
seller 2 (from Fig. 3) change as a result of accepting orders
(for quantity b and d) from other buyers. Instead of willing
to supply quantity (a+b) and (c+d) for any net price above
their willingness to accept, they will only supply quantity a
and c above that net price. To procure quantity b and d the
buyer 1 will have to offer a net price that is above the net
price of the accepted orders. This leads to changes in their
supply curve. In the auction with buyer 1 this decreases the
quantity he can procure from sellers 1 and 2 significantly,
while the clearing price remains the same.

The ability to discard accepted orders in favor of more
profitable orders causes the seller to coordinate its negotia-
tion threads. This coordination is not active, in a sense that
the seller uses an algorithm to determine what buyer gets
allocated what part of the supply in order to maximize its
profits [17, 18], but is passive. As a result of discarding ac-
cepted orders that are less profitable than a new order, the
seller automatically sells its supply to the buyer(s) that can
pay the highest price. Therefore, there is no need for the
seller to use an algorithm to determine what buyer can pay
the highest price and what part of its supply should be sold
to that buyer.

3.2.3 Process Offers

On basis of the communicated offers each buyer assesses its
follow-up action. For this assessment the buyer first sums
the quantity offered by the sellers to determine how much
of the good can be supplied to it (see Appendix A.2 for a
more elaborate discussion of how this is determined). On
basis of how this quantity relates to its demand (see Appen-
dix A.2), the buyer selects one of the four possible follow-up
actions (a flowchart of this decision is provided in Appen-
dix A.2.3). If the quantity that can be supplied is higher
than the demand, the clock price is higher than the clearing
price and the buyer decreases the clock price in order to de-
crease supply and/or increase demand. On the other hand,
if the supply is lower than the demand, the buyer increases
the clock price in order to increase supply and/or decrease
demand. However, if the quantity that can be supplied
equals the demand, the clock price is the clearing price of
the market. If the quantity at which the market clears is
positive, the buyer sends final bids to the sellers. If the mar-
ket clears 0 goods, the sellers and buyer will not be able to
agree on the terms of trade and the buyer will end the nego-
tiation.

3.2.4 Process Final Bids

The sellers that have received a final bid deter-
mine whether this bid is profitable enough to be
accepted. For this purpose a seller first accepts
that part of the final bid that can be supplied
with the unsold supply. If that quantity is not
enough to cover the entire final bid, the seller
determines whether the net price of the final bid
is higher than that of the accepted order with
the lowest net price. If this turns out to be true
the seller discards that accepted order to the
extent that is needed to accept the entire final
bid. It keeps discarding accepted orders until the
entire final bid is accepted or there are no ac-
cepted orders left with a lower net price than
that of the final bid. The buyers of the discarded
orders are informed about the discarding of their
order, so they can start a new round of auctions
and bid a higher price.
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4 Verification

In order to simulate a global dynamic supply chain, the ne-
gotiation framework used in the market conceptualization
has to be able to: 1) lead to market outcomes (prices and or-
der volumes) that are representative of the ratio between
demand and supply, and 2) has to consider the transport
costs in the negotiations so that the geographical differences
between agents are reflected in the market outcomes. In this
section two experiments are performed in order to assess
whether the framework meets the two requirements.

4.1 Experiment 1: Materialization of Prices

In this experiment it is assessed whether the prices that
emerge from the negotiation are a good representation of
the ratio of demand and supply. For this purpose a market
is considered that consists of five buyers and five sellers that
all are situated at the same location, thereby effectively
forming a centralized marketplace.
In this experiment six different scenarios are considered.

The scenarios differ according to two different parameters:
the distribution of willingness to accept and willingness to
pay between the sellers and buyer, and the ratio of supply to
demand. Tab. 1 shows for each scenario how the willingness
to accept and willingness to pay are distributed over the
sellers and buyers. Also, it indicates what supply each seller
and what demand each buyer has in each of the six scenar-
ios. This data forms the input parameters of the experi-
ment.
Tab. 2 indicates what prices are expected to materialize

on basis of the input parameters. On basis of the ratio of de-
mand and supply different prices are expected to material-
ize:
– In the scenarios in which supply is larger than demand

(scenario 1 and 4) the expected price is equal to willing-
ness to accept of seller 3, as it only requires the supply of
the 2.5 cheapest sellers to meet the demand.

– In the scenarios in which supply equals demand (scenar-
ios 2 and 5), the price can be anywhere in the range be-

tween the highest willingness to accept and the lowest
willingness to pay, as demand and supply are equal in
that entire range. However, as the sellers offer their full
capacity to each of the buyers, the supply (in the offers) is
overestimated which drives the price down to the low
end of the possible range. If supply is not equal to de-
mand this has no effect on the price. In a situation in
which supply is larger than demand the price is actually
supposed to go down, and in a situation in which supply
is smaller than demand the competition between buyers
for supply eventually drives the price back up to the ex-
pected price. However, in a situation in which supply
equals demand the buyers are not competing with each
other over supply and, thus, they will not drive the price
up. Therefore the price is expected to be at the low end of
the possible range.

– In the scenarios in which demand is higher than supply
(scenarios 3 and 6) the price is expected to equal the will-
ingness to pay of buyer 3, because there is only sufficient
supply to meet the demands of the 2.5 most paying
buyers.
The prices that are observed when we let the agents nego-

tiate in each of the scenarios are presented in Tab. 2, as well.
The observed prices are exactly in line with the expected
prices and, hence, it can be conclude that the negotiation
framework is capable of determining the clearing price, giv-
en all possible ratios of supply and demand. The framework
is also capable of considering differences in willingness to
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Table 1. Input parameters of experiment 1.

Willingness to accept (sellers) [$ kg–1] Willingness to pay (buyers) [$ kg–1]

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 Supply
[kg]

Demand
[kg]

1 4 4 4 4 4 20 20 20 20 20 1000 500

2 4 4 4 4 4 20 20 20 20 20 1000 1000

3 4 4 4 4 4 20 20 20 20 20 500 1000

4 2 4 6 8 10 14 16 18 20 22 1000 500

5 2 4 6 8 10 14 16 18 20 22 1000 1000

6 2 4 6 8 10 14 16 18 20 22 500 1000

Table 2. Expected and observed prices of experiment 1.

Scenario Expected price [$ kg–1] Observed price [$ kg–1]

1 4 4

2 4 4

3 20 20

4 6 6

5 10 10

6 18 18
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accept and willingness to pay, as the cheapest sellers are pre-
ferred suppliers and the most paying buyers are preferred
customers. However, caution is needed with the outcomes
that emerge from a market where supply and demand are
equal to each other, since the price that materializes is at the
low end of possible range of prices.

4.2 Experiment 2: Transport between Sites

The second requirement of the negotiation framework is
that it can include transport costs in the negotiation. To ver-
ify this ability a market with two sites is considered: one site
has oversupply, while the other has undersupply. The trans-
port costs of shipping one unit of the product from one site
to the other are 4.0. The input parameters of the experi-
ment, specifying the supply and demand curves of the sell-
ers and buyers, are presented in Tab. 3.
As there is an oversupply of 1000 at site 1 and a shortage

of 1000 at site 2, the sellers at site 1 are expected to supply
the superfluous 1000 to the buyers at site 2. It costs 4.0 to
ship one unit of the good from site 1 to site 2 and the sellers
at site 1 will not supply to site 2 at a lower net price than at
site 1. Therefore, the price at site 2 is expected to be 4.0
higher than at site 1. Due to the shortage at site 2, the
buyers at that site are not in a position to drive the price
down and, therefore, have no alternative but to accept the
higher price. As the supply and demand in the total market
are balanced, the algorithm is expected to drive the price

down to the lower end of the possible range, i.e., 4.0. Hence,
the price at site 1 is anticipated to be 4.0 and at site 2 8.0.
The simulated market outcomes are presented in Tab. 4.

As expected, the buyers at site 1 are exclusively supplied by
the sellers at site 1. Also, the superfluous goods are shipped
from site 1 to buyer 4 at site 2. Buyer 3 is supplied by the
sellers at site 2. Like economic logic dictates, the price at site
2 is 4.0 higher than at site 1, as the shipment need to be paid
for and the sellers at site 1 will not supply if it is less profit-
able than supplying to site 1. Based on those outcomes it
can be concluded that the negotiation framework is capable
of considering the transport costs in the negotiation.
With these experiments it has been verified that the nego-

tiation framework used in this market conceptualization lets
prices emerge that are in line with the expectations on basis
of supply and demand, and that the framework is capable
of considering transport costs in the negotiations. The sim-
ulation of a global dynamic supply chain requires that the
negotiation framework includes those aspects in the nego-
tiation as expected. Hence, our negotiation framework is
verified in that regard and is suited to study the behavior
and performance of global dynamic supply chains.

5 Conclusions and Recommendations

To study dynamic supply chains of modular plants, one has
to consider the market dynamics that have a significant
influence on the supply chain behavior and performance.
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Table 3. Input parameters of experiment 2.

Site 1 Site 2

Sellers Buyers Sellers Buyers

1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4

Supply [kg] 1000 1000 – – 500 500 – –

Demand [kg] – – 500 500 – – 1000 1000

Willingness to
accept [$ kg–1]

4 4 – – 4 4 – –

Willingness to
pay [$ kg–1]

– – 20 20 – – 20 20

Table 4. Observed orders (quantity (price)) of experiment 2.

Site 1 Site 2

Buyer 1 Buyer 2 Buyer 3 Buyer 4

Site 1 Seller 1 0 (0.0) 500 (4.0) 0 (0.0) 500 (8.0)

Seller 2 500 (4.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 500 (8.0)

Site 2 Seller 3 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 500 (8.0) 0 (0.0)

Seller 4 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 500 (8.0) 0 (0.0)
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The current market conceptualizations are not capable of
simulating a market in which multiple buyers and sellers
negotiate simultaneously, while considering the transport
costs in the negotiations. Those transport costs need to be
considered as they are an important factor in the formation
of a supply chain. Therefore, this paper presents a market
conceptualization that frames the negotiations between
market parties as multiple coordinated single-sided auc-
tions. The single-sided auction enables the market parties to
be aware of whom they are negotiating with (so they can in-
clude the transport costs in their bid), while the coordina-
tion connects the different auctions with each other so that
a single market emerges. The experiments that have been
performed indicate that the market conceptualization meets
the requirements to simulate a global dynamic supply
chain.
Applying this framework for the simulation of a global

dynamic supply chain requires that multiple markets are
connected to form a network of markets. This is done by
letting agents participate in multiple markets (e.g., one in
which they buy feedstock and another in which they sell
their product), like discussed by Moyaux, et al. [9]. This
connects the supply relations that emerge from each of the
markets, so that a network of supply relations emerge, i.e., a
supply chain [28]. The supply relations that emerge from
the market simulation are dynamic and, hence, the supply
chain is dynamic as well.
Such a simulation can be used to study a variety of issues

related to modular plants. For example an assessment of the
value of being able to relocate a module and follow demand.
A dynamic supply chain structure needs to be considered
for this issue, because at the new location the module will
likely have to enter into new supply relations with suppliers
and customers. Not considering those new relations would
disregard the reason the module relocated in the first place,
i.e., the (expected) higher profits at the new location. How-
ever, a simulation of a global dynamic supply chain can also
be used for conventional plants. For example, to assess the
extra revenues that can be obtained from a different inven-
tory replenishment policy. This issue requires that a dynam-
ic supply chain structure is considered, because a fixed
structure – through exogenously specified orders – would
specify the revenues (through prices and order volumes) be-
forehand.
The conceptualization presented in this paper has some

characteristics that limit its use to simulate certain types of
markets. First, all negotiations in a simulated market are
connected with each other, which means that all agents
have perfect information. Second, none of the agents can
demonstrate strategic behavior. And third, the market is
always cleared completely, so that the price that emerges is
the equilibrium price. As a consequence of these character-
istics, the conceptualization is suited to simulate markets
with perfect completion, but has limited use for simulating
markets in which the conditions of perfect competition do
not apply. Therefore, if one wants to study a dynamic sup-

ply chain that is situated in a market with non-perfect com-
petition, another negotiation framework may be necessary.
A viable candidate for this is the use of reinforcement learn-
ing to let agents learn pricing strategies that maximize their
profit. Those agents would have imperfect information,
could demonstrate strategic behavior, and other prices than
the equilibrium price could emerge. So far reinforcement
learning to represent market dynamics in a supply chain
context has only been used for simple cases [28]. Being able
to represent a market with multiple sellers and multiple
buyers that negotiate simultaneously requires further re-
search.

This material is based upon work supported by ISPT
project CS-00-05 ‘‘Economy of Chain’’, partners in this
project are BearingPoint, Delft University of Technology,
DSM, Dutch Institute World Class Maintenance, ISPT,
Rotterdam School of Management, Tebodin, and
Tri-Vizor.

Appendix A: Equations

A.1 Communicating Offers

If seller i receives a bid bidijx from buyer j for product x,
seller i first determines the net price rijx he obtains from
selling to buyer j by subtracting the transport costs tcijx
from the gross price pijx of the bid. In his offer the seller
communicates both the minimum (q�ijx;r) and the maximum
(qþijx;r) quantity that he is willing to supply at that net price,
so that the vertical sections of the supply curve can be
accounted for.

Determining Minimum and Maximum Quantity
to Supply

Eq. (A.1a) shows that the minimum quantity is calculated
by subtracting the quantity of the as least as profitable ac-
cepted orders (Eq. (A.1c)) from the capacity that the seller
has available at the bid’s net price (Eq. (A.1b), with wta in-
dicating the willingness to accept). The quantity of the as
least as profitable accepted orders is subtracted from the
capacity, because the seller will not discard those orders in
favor of the bid.

q�ijx;r ¼
cix;r �

P
ao˛AO

qao;r; q�ijx;r > 0

0; else

(
(A.1a)

cix;r ¼
cix; rijx > wta

0; else

�
(A.1b)

qao;r ¼
qao; rao ‡ rijx

0; else

�
(A.1c)
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Eq. (A.2a) shows that the maximum quantity is calculated
by subtracting the quantity of more profitable accepted or-
ders (Eq. (A.2c)) from the capacity that the seller has avail-
able at the bid’s net price (Eq. (A.2b)).The quantity of the
more profitable accepted orders is subtracted from the
capacity, because the seller will not discard those orders in
favor of the bid.

qþijx;r ¼
cix;r �

P
ao˛AO

qao;r; qþijx;r > 0

0; else

(
(A.2a)

cix;r ¼
cix; rijx ‡wta

0; else

�
(A.2b)

qao;r ¼
qao; rao > rijx

0; else

�
(A.2c)

A.2 Processing Offers

A.2.1 Determining Minimum and Maximum Quantity
that can be Supplied

For the minimum quantity that can be supplied by the sell-
ers (s�jx;p), the buyer j sums the minimum quantity commu-
nicated by the sellers (I) in their offers (q�ijx;r), as indicated
by Eq. (A.3).

s�jx;p ¼
X
i˛ I

q�ijx;r (A.3)

For the maximum quantity that can be supplied by the
sellers (sþjx;p), the buyer j sums the maximum quantity com-
municated by the sellers (I) in their offers (qþijx;r), as indi-
cated by Eq. (A.4).

sþjx;p ¼
X
i˛ I

qþijx;r (A.4)

A.2.2 Determining Minimum and Maximum Demand

The buyeŕs minimum demand d�jx;p is calculated by sub-
tracting the quantity of the already accepted orders AO
(qao) from the total demand the buyer has at the current
price (tdjx;p), as indicated by Eq. (A.5a). The total demand
at the current price is calculated in Eq. (A.5b), and is deter-
mined by assessing whether the price (pjx) is lower than the
buyer’s willingness to pay (wtp). If that is the case, the buyer
has a demand of tdjx. As the buyer does not have the oppor-
tunity to discard accepted orders, he does not differentiate
between more and less profitable orders.

d�jx;p ¼
tdjx;p �

P
ao˛AO

qao; d�jx;p > 0

0; else

(
(A.5a)

tdjx;p ¼
tdjx; pjx < wtp

x; else

�
(A.5b)

The maximum demand that the buyer j has (dþjx;p) is cal-
culated by subtracting the quantity of the already accepted
orders AO (qao) from the total demand the buyer has at the
current price (tdjx;p), as indicated by Eq. (A.6a). The total
demand at the current price is calculated in Eq. (A.6b), and
is determined by assessing whether the price (pjx) is lower
than or equal to the buyer’s willingness to pay. If that is the
case, the buyer has a demand of tdjx. As the buyer does
not have the opportunity to discard accepted orders, he
does not differentiate between more and less profitable
orders.

dþjx;p ¼
tdjx;p �

P
ao˛AO

qao; dþjx;p > 0

0; else

(
(A.6a)

tdjx;p ¼
tdjx; pjx £wtp

x; else

�
(A.6b)

A.2.3 Follow-Up Action

Fig. A1 shows a flowchart of how an agent decides upon its
follow-up action. It actually goes through a maximum of
three consecutive decisions in order to assess whether he
will decrease its price, increase its price, send final bids to
potential sellers, or end the negotiation.
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